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Round 7 
Packet by Brian Ulrich, Jason Ulrich, and Rob Groves 

1.) Parts of this bone, descended from ancestral gill supports, are the body and the cranial 
and caudal horns. Used for the classification of passerine birds, in humans it is a single 
fused bone. In the cat, however, the cranial horns are made up of four smaller bones. For 
10 points--name this H-shaped bone which is the origin for both the tongue and the larynx 
muscles. 

answer: - Hyoid 

2.) An English act bearing its name was issued in 1714, announcing a prize of twenty 
thousand pou,nds for the discovery of an accurate and reliable means of its measurement. 
An earlier attempt saw a notable quack attempt to popularize a "powder of sympathy" 
which a sailor could have his assistant use at home at noon and instantly make a wounded 
dog on the ship howl in pain. Calculating the difference between local noon arid noon at 
home was generally thought of as inferior to the lunar-table method but was eventually 
successful. FTP, what measurement did Harrington's clocks allow, establishing 
Greenwich as the prime meridian? 

answer: Longitude 

3.) One preacher of this movement in the United States was Francis Asbury, who broke 
with its founder to support the American Revolution. Despite this, that founder 

. -
responded to the Bishop of London's 1784 refusal to ordain a minister for the U.S. by 
ordaining Thomas Coke and sending him to help Asbury. The movement had begun in 
1738 when George Whitefield invited one of two brothers to preach in Bristol. For 10 
points, name this religion founded by Charles and John Wesley. 

answer: Methodism 

4.) Early in his reign he was dominated by Charles d'Albert de L,uynes, under whose 
influence he exiled his mother to Blois. He refused to evacuate Paris during a Spanish 
invasion, and personally led an invasion of Italy on the advice of a minister who was 
opposed by both his mother on the Day of the Dupes and the Cinq-Mars conspiracy in 
1642. He also married Anne of Austria. For 10 points--name this Bourbon son of King 
Henry IV who was advised by Cardinal Richelieu. 

answer: Louis XIII or Louis the Just 

5.) While he had sanctuaries near many towns, including one at Sounion in Attica, he was 
patron of no major city. He was rejected in favor ofHelios in Corinth, of Zeus on 
Aegina, and of Artemis and Apollo in Troezen [TROY-zen], the birthplace of his most-
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honored son. He also fathered Chrysaor [khree-SAY-or] and Pegasus with Medusa, 
Orion, and, with Thoosa [THA W-oh-sah], Polyphemus. FIP, name this god, the father of 
Theseus whose salt spring failed to win him the naming rights of Athens. 

answer: Poseidon 

6.) This enzyme is capable of binding oxygen as well as carbon dioxide. In C4 plants the 
enzyme's activity is preceded by PEP carboxylase inititially fixing carbon dioxide. For 10 
points, name this enzyme, the most abudnant in chloroplasts, which is responsible for 
combining carbon dioxide with ribulose biphosphate. 

answer: Rubisco or RuBP carboxylase or Ribulose biophosphate carboxylase 

7.) Although attention has been piqued on Christmas Eve, the story itself is not read until 
. the 28th, as the manuscript had to be sent for. That manuscript was written by a major 

player in the story, the youngest of several daughters of a country parson who, at the age 
of 20 assumed the job of both managing Ely and the education of her employer's niece 
and nephew. However, the supernatural activities of the children's former governess, Ms. 
Jessel, and her lover quickly spin the situation out of her control. FIP, what novella ends 
with Flora's salvation and Miles's death, a workby Henry James. 

answer: The Turn of the Screw 

8.) In 1958, this site was excavated by a team of Summers, Robinson, and Whitty, 57 
years after the Ancient Ruins Corporaiton had taken its artifacts to melt for their gold. Its 
features include the Platform and Conical Tower, which lie near the Great Enclosure 
which served as the palace-temple of its ruler, the Monomotapa. For 10 points--name this 
archaeological site of southern Africa famous for its soapstone birds. 

answer: Great Zimbabwe 

9.) Only 14 years after carbon's tetrahedral nature had been determined, this scientist 
concluded breakthrough work in stereochemistry. Using the technique of Ruff 
degradation and interchanging the two end groups of an aldose chain, he was able to 
determine the stereochemistry of glucose. For 10 points, name this scientist who won the 
Nobel Prize in 1902. 

answer: Emil Fischer 

10.) The most common diaeresis within this form, the bucolic, occurs between the fourth 
and fifth feet while the principal ceaesura generally occurs in the middle of the third foot. 
Occasionally, one finds a trochee in the finaHoot, or a spondee in the penultimate foot, 
but generally a spondee is expected in the final position, preceeded by the namesake foot, 
a long and two short syllables. Ovid's Metamorphoses, Virgil's Aeneid, and the works of 
Homer are all written in, FIP, what meter? 



answer: Dactylic Hexameter (prompt on "Heroic" hexameter) 

11.) Following the establishment of a rival Senate at Corfinium, important victories in 
this war were won for Rome by Sulla against the Samnites and Strabo against the Marci. 
During it, the consulship was held by Lucius Julius Caesar, who sponsored legislation 
similar to that which led to the assassination of Marcus Livius Drusus the year before. 
For 10 points--name this war which sawall Italians made citizens of Rome. 

answer: Social War or Italic War or Marsic War 

12.) Infrequently this condition arises from a genetic flaw that makes the body unable to 
produce alpha-I-antitrypsin, leaving the lungs undefended against the enzyme trypsin. 
Most of the time, however, the cause is an overproduction of trypsin, and other enzymes 
by alveolar macrophages. For 10 points, name this disease characterized by the 
breakdown of alveolar walls and the collapse of small airways commonly arising as a 
result of smoking. 

answer: Emphysema 

13.) During World War I, he served as Chief of Operations for the first American division 
to go to France, and from 1927 until 1933 was in charge of instruction at the infantry 
school of Ft. Benning, Georgia. He became army chief of staff the day Hitler invaded 
Poland, and Winston Churchill called him "the organizer of victory." President Truman 
turned him to diplomacy, first to mediate the Chinese Civil War, and then as Secretary of 
State. For 10 points, name this man who won the 1953 Nobel Peace Prize for his plan to 
rebuild Europe. 

answer: George Catlett Marshall 

14.) He w~s based on Eugene Vidocq of the Surete, and was motivated by a desire to test 
the limits of the powers that his creator called "ratiocination." Locked away within his 
apartment at number 33 Rue Dunot, he used newspaper articles to discover the being 
responsible for the murder and near scalping of a mother and the choking of her daughter, 
who was then stuffed up a chimney. FTP, identify this Sherlock Holmes prototype, the 

. man responsible for solving "The Murders in the Rue Morgue." 

answer: C. Auguste Dupin (doo-PERN) 

15.) This river's major tributaries are the Sandougou and the Sofianiama, and it is also 
joined by numerous creeks called bolon, of which Bintang Bolon is the largest and flows 
into it from the south. It also contains two large islands, MacCarthy Island and Elephant 
Island, formed by the braiding of its channels as it flows from its source in the Futa 
DjaUon highlands to the Atlantic just past Banjul. For 10 points--name this river which 
flows through Guinea and Senegal, as well as the country named for it. 
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answer: Gambia 

16.) At the age of seven he was sent as a hostage to the ,Imagawa family, who gave him 
his first military experience leading their forces. After claiming his family's estates, he 
moved his seat to Hamamatsu, and after the suicide of his ally ada Nobunaga went to 
Sumpu, the old Imagawa capital. He received the Hojo estates from his ally Hideyoshi, 
and when that ally died, defeated his rivals at the Battle of Sekigahara and moved the 
Japanese seat of power to Tokyo. For 10 points, name this founder of Japan's last 
shogunate. 

answer: Tokugawa Ieyasu 

17.) It is divided into 12 chapters which are billed as "monthly installments" and begins 
with a recipe. The novel itself is purported to be selections from a cook book which 
survived the fire caused by the complete physical and spiritual union of its protagonist 
and her lover. Food is a central element: Gertrudis is whipped into a frenzy by a dish 
made with rose petals given by Pedro Muzquiz to Tita de la Garza and runs off with a 
Mexican revolutionary. FrP, food also forms a portion of the name of what magical
realist work by Mexican writer, Laura Esquivel? 

answer: Like Water For Chocolate or Como Agua para Chocolate 

18.) Developed in 1886 by two organizations, most major changes were made at the Kiel 
convention of 1989. Vowels tend to be close to their pronunciation in Latin or Italian, 
while consonants generally follow French or English usage. Many symbols were 
borrowed from Greek (mostly fricatives), while still others were constructed by 
conjoining or rotating existing letters (often retroflex or palatals). FrP, identify this 
alphabet, constructed as a universal system of writing spoken languages as they are 
spoken. 

answer: IPA or the International Phonetic Alphabet 

19.) As of July 10, 2002, this team retains the rights to Theo Fleury, currently a free 
agent. Other free agents on the team include Mike Craig and Gary Suter, though they 
have resigned Marco Sturm and Patrick Marleau, the latter of whom matched the 
consecutive-garnes-with goal-streak record of six held by Captain Owen Nolan. They 
also resigned Teemu Selanne, but not before~anging the name of their arena. For 10 
points--name this NHL team which will now play in the HP Pavilion instead of the 
Compaq Center. 

answer: San Jose Sharks (accept either) 

20.) This actor was born July 16, 1967 in Irvine, California. He has had roles on TV in 
guest appearences on Grace Under Fire and The Family Guy. He made an uncredited 
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appearance as a newscaster in the movie Criminal Hearts, and had more famous roles in 
The Suburbans and Austin Powers. He is also famous for his numerous impressions of 
celebrities such as Robert Goulet, Neil Diamond, Alex Trebek and George W. Bush. FTP, 
name this comedian who recently ended his long time gig on Saturday Night Live. 

answer: Will Ferrell 

21.) Named for the sister of one of the band members, the original group consisted of Jon 
Thor Birgisson (YON), Georg Holm, and Agust. Two of their videos garnered high 
praise, one featuring a group of actors with downs syndrome and another detailing the 
story of two young boys whose angry fathers tear them off of each other after they start 
making out on the soccer field. Singing in a mixture of Icelandic and a made up 
language, Hopelandic, FTP, name this band whose name translates to "victory rose." 

Answer: Sigur Ros 

22.) Althoug~ he is not Canadian, the world's largest collection of his work is in the Art 
Gallery of Ontario, located in Toronto, where a mayor lost 'an election over the erection of 
this man's piece "The Archer" outside the city hall. Works in other places include 
"Madonna and Child" for the Church of St. Matthew at Northampton, reclining females 
outside the UNESCO headquarters in Paris and the New York's Lincoln Center, and a 
piece topped with a mushroom cloud called "The Atom" at the University of Chicago. 
For 10 points, name this British practitioner of "direct carving." 

answer: Henry Moore 

23.) It stretches from Cairo to Marked Tree, a distance of approximately 150 miles and it 
enters 5 states. A three-month period of earthquakes in 1811 and 1812, three of which 
surpassed 8.0 on the Richter scale, had its center at the town that gives its name to the 
system. A series of faults beneath the continental crust in a spot known as the "Reelfoot 
Rift", this ~s, FTP, what seismic zone, which in June produced a 5.0 earthquake near 
Terre Haute [TARE-uh HOHT] , Indiana? 

ANSWER: New Madrid Fault System or Seismic Zone 

24.) This Salzburg family gave its name not only to the orchestra of London's Royal 
College of Music, but also two Mozart works, one his Serenade No.7, written for their 
daughter's wedding, the other a symphony written so quickly Mozart forgot and later 
rediscovered it. That symphony was written in 1782 for a man being given a title by 
Emperor Joseph II. The piece's finale comes with the directions that it is to be played "as 
quickly as possible." For 10 points, name Mozart's 35th symphony. 

answer: Haffner 
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25.) Called an "old Hobgoblin Hall, now somewhat fallen to decay," the building itself is 

described as a rather shoddy place. The-people inside, however, are more interesting. 
Within, a poet, a student, a Spanish Jew, a Sicilian, a theologian from "Cambridge on the 
Charles", a musician with a Stradivarius and the landlord sit by fire-light and swap 
stories. FIP, name this "ancient hostelry", memorialized by Longfellow in a work that 
uses its name, where the landlord tells of "The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere." 

answer: Tales of a Wayside Inn 



Bonii by Brian Ulrich, Jason Ulrich, and Rob Groves 

1.) Name the following about an opera, for 10 points each: 
A. What Tchaikovsky work focuses on the secret of an Old Countess - the three, 
seven and ace cards. 
answer: Pigue Dame or The· Queen of Spades 
B. The Queen of Spades is based on a short story by what author. 
answer: Alexander Pushkin 
C. To make the story more interesting, Tchaikovsky's opera added a love triangle in 
which the soldier Gherman aIid Prince Yeletzky both love this woman. 
answer: Lisa 

2.) Name these heads found in the Middle East, for 10 points each: 
A. The head of this Prophet of Islam, whom Christians regard as the second coming 
of Elijah, is kept in a shrine in the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus. 
answer: John the Baptist or Yahya 
B. This head of this man held to have apostolized Egypt is traditionally used in the 
consecration ceremony for the Patriarch of Alexandria, Pope of the Coptic Church. 
answer: Saint Mark the Evangelist 
C. Both Cairo and Damascus claim to have the head of this son of Ali, martyred at 
Karbala. 
answer: Husayn 

3.) Name these paintings, for 10 points each: 
A. This Giorgione work depicts a storm over a town in the background, with a man 
holding a staff at lower left and a woman suckling a child at lower right. 
answer: The Tempest 
B. This masterpiece by Giotto includes a comet at top center, and camels with blue 
eyes on the left. 
answer: Adoration of the Magi 
C. Thi,s work of Joseph Wright shows people gathered around a table hoping to kill a 
bird in a glass jar. 
answer: The Experiment with an Air Pump 

4.) Name these novels published during the 1990's, for 10 points each: 
A. Ben Okri won the 1991 Booker Prize for this novel, in which Azaro from the 
spirit world experiences life. 
answer: The Famished Road 
B. In this Pulitzer Prize-winner, Frank McCourt describes his childhood in the slums 
of Limerick, Ireland. 
answer: Angela's Ashes 
C. This novel by Amy Tan tells of two half-sisters, Olivia and Kwan, the latter of 
whom sees ghosts. 
answer: The Hundred Secret Senses 



5.) Identify the following hot summer '02 computer game releases from descriptions 
FIPE. 
A. Blizzard's latest, it is a remake of a classic, rendered in 3-D and adds the Undead 
and Night Elves to its predecessors' races of Orcs and Humans 
answer: Ware raft 3 (don't accept Warcraft or Warcraft 2) 
B. The next in a series of "Forgotten Realms"-set games by Bio-Ware, it follows 
D&D rules and allows for extensive multiplayer capabilities. 
answer: Neverwinter Nights 
C. An E.A. release for the PS2, it has been far too-often advertised with scenes that 
appear to be out of "Saving Private Ryan" and the slogan "you don't play, you 
volunteer!" 
answer: Medal of Honor: Frontline 

6.) Name these Supreme Court justices, for 10 points each: 
A. Although he once said, "I thank God I am a man of low tastes," he is better known 

. for stating the "clear and present danger" test for curtailing free speech. 
answer: Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jf. 
B. This author of a famous brief was the court's first Jewish justice. 
answer: . Louis Dembitz Brandeis 
C. In Myers vs. United States, this Chief Justice wrote the decision supporting the 
President's right to remove federal officials from office. 
answer: William Howard Taft 

7.) Name these moons, for 10 points each: 
A. .This moon of Saturn is peppered with dark dust from nearby Phoebe which 
pulverizes the ice on its dark side. 
answer: Iapetus 
B. · This red inner moon of Jupiter has a large crater named Pan. 
answer: Amalthea 
C. This largest moon of Neptune has cool ice volcanoes. 
answer: Triton 

8.) Identify the following titles which are shared by pop songs and works of literature 
given lyrics from the song FIPE. If you need a section of the piece of lit, you'll receive 5 
points. 
A. 
10- "We all have a face/ that we hide away forever/ and we take them out! and we show 
ourselves! when everyone has gone." . 
5-"Mother died today. Or maybe yesterday, I don't know." 
answer: The Stranger by Albert Camus and Billy Joel 
B. 
lO-"He looked at me like II Was the one who should runl We asked him to smile for a 
photograph! Waited a while to see if we couldlMake him laugh" 
5-"Once upon a time there was a Martian named Valentine Michael Smith" 



answer: Stranger in a Strange Land by Robert Heinlein and U2 / 
C. 
lO-"There's no sin in this/Getting dressed to Killl laughing down the sun like a jackal 
willi With his eyes ablaze, yeah, and his lips apart! He's gonna fill his cup with the love 
in your heart" 
5. "Garcin: I'm not the torturer, Madam. Estelle: I never thought you were .. .Is anyone 
else coming? Valet: No, Madam. No one else is coming. Estelle:Oh, then we're to stay by 
ourselves, the three of us, this gentleman, this lady and myse],t." 
answer: No Exit by John Paul Sartre and Blondie // 

9.) Identify the active ingredient in the following drugs FTPE: 
A. Tylenol 
Answer: 
B. Aspirin 
Answer: 
C. Viagra 
Answer: 

acetaminophen 

Acetylsalicylic acid 

sildenafil citrate 

10.) Name these minerals, for 10 points each: 
A. Its scientific name is iron disulfide, and its name comes from the fact that it gives 
off sparks when struck with steel. 
answer: pyrite 
B. It is the name given to impure hydrated ferric oxide, and it usually brown in color. 
answer: limonite 
C. This November birthstone is formed by fluorine-bearing vapors during the 
crystallization of igneous rocks. 
answer: topaz 

11.) Identify the following concerning the Ramayana, FTPE. 
A. Upon Rama's exile from his father's kingdom, he departed for the jungle with two 
people, his, wife and one of his brothers. Name both FTPE. 
answer: Sita (wife) and Lakshman (brother) 
B. This king of the Rakshas was responsible for capturing Sita after Rama rejected 
his sister's advances. Rama slew him with a magic arrow after crossing to Ceylon on a 
bridge of boulders and trees. 
answer: Ravan 

12.) On July 9,2002, a new international organization was formed. For 10 points each--
A. What 53-member group was formed in Durban that day? 
answer: African Union 
B. This man was elected first head of the African Union. 
answer: Thabo Mbeki 
C. The AU's first official act was to refuse to recognize this man as President of 
Madagascar. 
answer: Marc Ravalomanana 



13.) Identify the poet of the following lines. 30-20-10. 

A. "He planted you on an ill-omened day, whoever did it first, and raised you with a 
sacrilegious hand, tree, to the destruction of his grandsons and ruin of his town;" 
B. "Now is for drinking, now the ground is for pounding with a free foot. .. ", "Alas, 
Postumous, Postumous, The years, quick to flee, slip by ... " 
C. "It is sweet and honorable to die forthe fatherland", "Seize the day" 
answer: Horace 
[author's note: all lines appear in the "Odes" and were translated by me, so questions can 
be directed to me--Rob] 

14.) Identify the following works by Nikos Kazantzakis from description, FTPE. 
A. . The basis for the film "He Who Must Die", it shows Greek refugees from 
Anatolia playing out in real life the parts they were assigned for the Christmas play. 
answer: The Greek Passion or 0 Cristos Xanastavronetai 
B. A poem in 24 books, its prologue and epilogue are invocations to the sun. Its hero, 
after his homecoming, journeys south through Africa and <;lies at the South Pole. 
answer: The Odyssey: A modem sequel or I Odysseia 
C. This work, which attempts to reconcile Jesus's di vine and mortal natures, led to 
the Greek Orthodox church's refusal to bury Kazantzakis on church ground. 
answer: The Last Temptation of Christ or 0 Teleftaios Teirasmos 

15.) Name these members of the House of Representatives, for 10 points each: 
A. This 'Ohio Democrat is currently the only convicted felon serving in Congress. 
answer: James Traficant 
B. This Californian was the only House member to vote against authorizing the use 
of force after September 11. 
answer: Barbara Lee 
C. This Assistant Majority Whip from Georgia once proposed banning witchcraft on 
military bases. 
answer: Bob Barr 

16.) Name these epic fantasy characters who become involved with wolves, for 10 points 
each: 
A. This David Eddings character from The Belgariad and The Malloreon. fathers 
twins with a wolf who later becomes his wife. 
answer: Belgarath the Sorcerer 
B. This blacksmith from Emond's Field, married to the spunky Faile, is a 
wolfbrother . 
answer: Perrin Aybara 
C. This title character of the novels in Robin Hobb's Farseer trilogy, which 
includes Royal Assassin., uses the Wit magic to bond with a wolf named Nighteyes. 

answer: FitzChivalry Farseer 



17.) Identify the Shakespeare play from notable quotes, FTPE. If you need the speaker 
you'll receive 5 points. 
A.) 
lO-"Be not afraid of greatness: Some are born great, some achieve greatness and some 
have greatness thrusted upon them." 
5-Malvolio --------
ANSWER: Twelfth Night (Act II Scene V) 
B.) 
10-u ... And your large speeches/may your deeds approve/That good effects may spring 
from words of love." 
5-Kent 
ANSWER: King Lear (Act I Scene I) 
C.) 
lO-"Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie, which we ascribe to heaven" . 
5-Helena 
ANSWER: All's Well that Ends Well (Act 1) 

18.) Identify the following about the Battle of Chancellorsville, for 10 points each: 
A. The Confederate general who died five days after the battle. 
answer: Thomas Jonathan "Stonewall" Jackson 
B. The Union commander of the Army of the Potomac who lest the battle. 
answer: Joseph Hooker 
C. The river near which the battle took place. 
answer: Rappahannock River 

-==I9.)Name these American cities, for 10 points each: 

A. This largest city along the U.S.-:Mexico border lies at the foot of the Franklin 
Mountains across from Ciudad-Juarez. 
answer: El Paso 
B. This northwestern city at the falls of its namesake river is home to Gonzaga 
University; 
answer: Spokane 
C. This city along the Arkansas River is home to the International Flying Farmers, as 
well as Friends University and a better-known public institution. . 
answer: Wichita 

20.) Answer the following related questions FTPE. 
A. A prostitute, on whom the gods bestow a fortune, nearly ruins her tobacco shop 
with her charity. Her attempt to disguise herself as a cousin results in charges of murder, 
and the gods must step in to resolve the situation. What play does this describe? 
answer: The Good Woman of Setzuan or Good Person of Setzuan or Der gute Mensch 
von Setzuan 
B. Dealing with AIDS, sexuality and religion, its main characters are Prior, who is 
visited by ghosts, ancestors, and is told he is a prophet, and Roy Cohn, who equates 



disease with powerlessness and thus refuses to accept that he has AIDS. What two~play 
cycle does this describe? 
answer: Angels In America (Either "Millenium Approaches" or "Perestroika" is . 
acceptable in conjunction·with "Angels in America") 
C. What author both wrote "Angels In America" and executed a popular American 
version of Brecht's "Good Person of Setzuan?" 
answer: Tony Kushner 

21.) Identify the following sphincters FTPE: 
A. The sphincter located at the tenninal end of the esophogus 
Answer: Cardiac 
B. The sphincter that regulates movement of chyme into the small intestine. 
Answer: pyloric 
C. The sphincter located at the opening of the common bile duct into the 
duodenum 
answer: Sphincter of Oddi . 

22.) In June 2002, a fonner WNBA star for the Houston Comets resigned as coach of 
another team. For 10 points each--
A. Name both that woman and the team she coached. 
answer: Cynthia Cooper, Phoenix Mercury (accept "either") 
B. This woman replaced Cooper as head coach. 
answer: Linda Sharp 

23.) Name these Muslim rulers, for 10 points each: 
A. This King of Songhay from 1464-1492 conquered Timbuktu and Jenne. 
answer: Sunni Ali 
B. This Mamluk sultan of Egypt reigned from 1260-1277 destroyed the Assassins of 
Syria, conquered Antioch from the Crusaders, and installed an Abbasid caliph in Cairo. 
answer: Baybars 
C. This Mughal Emperor built Fatehpur Sikri and sought to combine Islam and 
Hinduisum in his "Divine Faith." 
answer: Akbar 

24.) Name these Danes, for 10 points each: 
A. ' This son of Gonn the Old unified Denmark and converted to Christianity. 
answer: Harald I or Harald 'Bluetooth 
B. The son of Harald Bluetooth, he deposed Ethelred IT as King of England in 1013. 
answer: Sweyn I or Sweyn Forkbeard (accept Svein or Sven for Sweyn) 
C. Sweyn's son, after conquering England he married Emma of Nonnandy, and was 
followed on the English throne by two of his sons. 
answer: Canute I or Canute IT or Canute the Great or Canute the Dane 

25 .) Name the alternative group from lyrics, 30-20-10. 



A. "All days come from one day, that much you must know,- you cannot change 
what's over, but only where you go." 
B. "From Peru to Cebu hear the power of Babylon, from Bali to Cali - far beneath the 
Coral Sea." 
C. "Who can say where the road goes, where the day flows, only time." 

answer: 




